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DIGITAL
PRODUCTS
& SERVICES

ENGINEERING DIGITALLY-ENABLED
ASSETS, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND
BUSINESS MODELS

Enhance value delivery to customers / Increase revenues with
enhanced offers / Redefine business models.
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CONTEXT

Technology ubiquity

8Bn

mobile connections in 2017.

20Bn to 1Tr
connected objects expected in 2020.

81%

of inhabitants of developed countries are internet users.
An average mobile phone today is

10x

more powerful than the Deep Blue Supercomputer that
defeated world chess champion in 1997.

Context
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CONTEXT

Accelerated market movements
Time needed to reach 50 Million users

75 years 13 years
for telephone

for TV

3 years

1 year

for the Internet

for Facebook

9 months 19 days
for Twitter

Context

for Pokemon GO
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Real applications of
enhanced digital offerings

DEMOS
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DIGITALLY ENABLED PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Major digital technology disruptions spreading around the world
present an opportunity to revisit the way you deliver value to
the market. Core technological areas such as IoT, Big Data,
Cloud Computing, Enhanced Networking, Artificial Intelligence,
Cybersecurity and Cryptography can be leveraged to improve the
value delivered by your products and services. Here is a selection
of exemplary enhancements of legacy offerings with digital
components, just some of the many projects through which we
contribute to revisiting our clients’ core offerings.

Twilio: Telecom as a service
Twilio is a Cloud Communications Platform which offers productas-a-service solutions to add messaging, voice, and video to
web and mobile applications. Founded in 2008 and based in San
Francisco, Twilio has over 800 employees and a portfolio of clients
representing a great variety of industries, including Uber,
Airbnb, Netflix, ING, eBay and others. Very easy to implement,
Twilio API provides a variety of services ranging from simple “send
SMS” commands to complex telecom orchestration mechanisms
like video/audio/SIP which can be built without coding. Altran
develops platforms and solutions that transform entire industries,
and Twilio is a great example of adopting technology complexity for
the development of new services and business models.

Digitally enabled products & services
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VueForge for ADAS:

Managing the complexity of the Autonomous Car
The race to bring Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) and
ultimately Autonomous driving (AD) into consumers hands is in full
swing. The validation of such systems is a major challenge for the
industry. Autonomous vehicles produce an incredible amount of
data. For test and validation purposes, this stream of data, up to 20
Terabyte per day and test vehicle, must be captured, processed and
evaluated in order to assess functionality, demonstrate safety and
identify possible improvements by means of data fusion and better
modeling of system operations.
By combining its expertise in ADAS/AD system development with
skills in analytics, big data management and xIL testing, Altran
developed VueForge for ADAS, an end-to-end solution to make the
ADAS/AD verification process significantly safer and more efficient.
VueForge for ADAS integrates the individual process steps like
worldwide data collection, distributed data storage, processing
platform, SIL/HIL test environment, Big Data Business Intelligence
& Analytics in a cloud-based environment. Studies show that by
utilizing this platform, compared to traditional ADAS/AD verification
approaches, time and cost savings of over 30% can be achieved.

Digitally enabled products & services
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Akzo nobel:

Predicting vessel profitability with advanced analytics
The application developed by our WCC Analytics for Akzonobel
provides advice to vessel owners on multiple coating and
application scenarios to ensure informed decisions about the
maintenance and future profitability of their assets. This prediction
system creates actionable intelligence from an ocean of data
regarding specific vessels, their type, trading route, speed and
activity. The application enables Akzonobel clients to anticipate
and discuss total cost of ownership for individual vessels, as well as
across the entire fleet.

Digitally enabled products & services
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Abraid : Create intelligence from unstructured data
with Machine Learning
Generating maps of epidemiological diseases from unstructured
disease data taken from both scientific and social media sources.
The human expertise required to review data has been automated
in the ABRAID project, reducing the time needed to produce
disease maps from years to weeks. This means that medical
intervention can be better targeted, saving thousands of lives.
Thanks to Altran WCC analytics, organizations can leverage large
uncertain and messy data sets to generate insight fast. ABRAID is
one concrete example of a project where scientific and social media
sources combine with Machine Learning techniques to reduce
insight lead time from 3 years to 3 weeks!

OCARA : Paperless accessibility audit
Ocara is a tool for auditing accessibility of a user’s paths within a site.
Each object (hallways, doors, meeting rooms) is referenced along the
path as you go, and can be assessed immediately. Available in Opensource, this self-diagnostic tool was developed with a user-centric
approach, best-in-class ergonomics, and allows for better integration
of the accessibility approach into current practices.

Digitally enabled products & services
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SMART MEDICAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES
The rise of digital tools has had a particular impact on the healthcare
market over the past few years. This has led to a rapid convergence of
all aspects of care. To mention just a few examples: pharma with drug
delivery and medication, adherence programs, medtech with ever
more complex software and data management, and everyone with big
data and analytics, as well as all-pervasive connectedness.

RIVA digital: blood pressure measurements from
a standard mobile phone

Resulting from a collaboration between Altran, Riva Digital and
CSEM, this breakthrough smartphone application allows for
instant, and accurate blood pressure monitoring and management
anywhere. Simplicity and round-the-clock availability are just some
of the advantages of the digital era: today anyone can benefit
from medical-grade blood pressure measurement with no need for
devices or accessories other than a simple smartphone application.

Smart medical products & services
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Biovotion: medical-grade vital sign monitoring,
outside the hospital
With 50% of healthcare services expected to be transferred from
hospitals to homes & communities in the next decade,
Biovotion leverages IoT technologies and advanced analytics
to provide patients with greater autonomy away from hospitals.
Altran has placed its multi-domain experience at the service of
Biovotion, complementing the enthusiasm of this dynamic startup
with qualified, structured teams from the Altran talent pool –
enabling Biovotion to focus on what it does best – and resulting
in a new connected system that paves the way for the future of
digital health devices.

Smart health, secured gateway
Security of device connectivity is a major concern, particularly when it
comes to health data. As part of S3P (Smart, Safe & Secure Platform)
collaborative project (26 consortium partners), Altran developed a
secure multi-device aggregation gateway which can collect data from
various devices and provide a secure data channel from gateway to
backend (reducing threat surface). The solution is compliant with the
OneM2M standard and scalable to support any number of devices.
In the current setup, a weight scale and tensiometer are integrated
with the Altran VueForge IoT platform through the secured gateway
to demonstrate how patients’ health can be monitored remotely,
in this case after undergoing Bariatric surgery.
Smart medical products & services
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Disdeo: the connected pillbox designed to improve
patient adherence

Connected patient application development (esp. for patient
adherence) requires a strong focus on user desirability and
observance. Altran utilizes its full set of methods to perform
the complete design process of innovative products/services
(from ideation to implementation). For DISDEO, Altran has been
involved in mobile app, web app, regulatory roadmap, risk analysis
& product design to produce this connected pillbox, which
monitors patients’ treatment adherence in real time.

Diabeloop: An artificial pancreas to treat Diabetes,

complexity made simple

Diabeloop is an innovative solution that will dramatically change
the lives of people with Type 1 diabetes. Built on a complex
algorithm, the connected system automates insulin delivery so
people no longer have to think about their treatment. The Altran
team developed the backend part (data collection & retrieval)
and defined the user experience. The overall solution comprises a
continuous blood glucose sensor that reads blood glucose in real
time, an insulin infusion pump and a smartphone terminal where the
software operates. With a mix of embedded smart algorithms and
remote monitoring by nurses and physicians, it holds the promise of
a new generation of patient assistance for Type 1 Diabetes.

Smart medical products & services
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Making Digital
implementation real in
your industry domain

WHY WE ARE
DIFFERENT
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1
We help you accelerate on digital

1.

A unique portfolio of rare skills: seven World Class Centers and
more than 100 Expertise Centers covering the whole spectrum of
digital technologies and enablers. Our teams include world class
designers, data scientists, software engineers and cybersecurity
experts.

2.

100+ technology accelerators: Laboratories & facilities (creativity
& usability labs, Electronic prototyping, Virtual Design facilities,
etc.), methodologies & tools (to develop Ultra Low Power
devices, design the best user experiences, configure networks,
manage software requirements and quality, develop high
integrity solutions, etc.) and technological solutions (IoT Platform,
Automotive Middleware, connected car, and motorbike, Big Data
infrastructure…)

3.

We cover the full cycle of companies’ innovation strategies,
from the initial design, POC, co-innovation projects to the
industrialization and integration in core critical operations all the
way through carve outs & transformational outsourcing of nonstrategic activities.

Making Digital implementation real in your industry domain
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2
We have in-depth industrial domain knowledge across the R&D
intensive industries. Understanding the specifics of the industry
domain is key for re-thinking businesses and operations in the
digital world. At the same time, we understand commonalities
among our nine industries of activity – from Aerospace to Telecom
– enabling cross-fertilization and acting as a bridge to import
successful methods and technologies from one industry to another,
or facilitate cooperation across sectors to set up new ecosystems.

3
We are pioneers in Human-centered, design-led transformation.
We have developed our own methodology for user centric,
collaborative, iterative, sequential, and holistic service design.
Coupled with our system engineering DNA, we strive at organizing
the complexity of our clients’ digital transformation programs,
helping them to manage their stakeholders and ecosystems,
adding when needed our own international ecosystem of
innovation partners, composed of a unique mix of academics,
industry leaders from versatile sectors and startups.

4
We make it happen.
Capitalizing on 30 years hands-on knowledge of product
engineering and industrial operations, we understand and
embrace the benefits of the digital transformation for our clients
faster than any competitor. Thanks to a pragmatic mindset, we
are able to define concrete actionable roadmaps, grounded in
field reality, with achievable and measurable business outcomes.
Beyond delivering roadmaps, we collaborate with our clients
to facilitate and implement the transformation thanks to our
proximity with industry operations and our understanding of their
business and challenges. We make the convergence of business,
technology and user adoption in an iterative, collaborative cocreation approach.

Making Digital implementation real in your industry domain
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Contact us
marketing.corporate@altran.com

Contact
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DIGITAL
PRODUCTS & SERVICES
ABOUT ALTRAN
As a global leader in Engineering and R&D services (ER&D), Altran offers its clients a new way
to innovate by developing the products and services of tomorrow. Altran works alongside its
clients on every link in the value chain of their project, from conception to industrialization. For
over thirty years, the Group has provided its expertise to key players in the Aerospace, Automotive, Defence, Energy, Finance, Life Sciences, Railway, and Telecom sectors, among others.
In 2016, the Altran group generated revenues of €2.120bn. With a headcount of more than
30,000 employees, Altran is present in more than 20 countries.
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